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ABSTRACT 
Incidents and accidents related to isolation of energies continue to occur within the industry. 
“ISOgate: Isolation Risk Management Decision Support Tool” is an intelligent storage 
mechanism of isolation accidents and incidents and a real time analysis and reporting tool. 
ISOgate provides an access to a detailed and comprehensive analysis of acts and conditions 
that have led to isolation related incidents in general (electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, vehicle 
immobility (parking), confined space, etc.). 

ISOgate is modelled on the already proven “TYREgate: Tires and Rims Decision Support 
Tool” portal (Kizil & Rasche 2008). Both TYREgate and ISOgate establishment has been 
funded by the ACARP (Australian Coal Association Research Program). 

This paper introduces the “ISOgate”, its key features and benefits including unique “3 Click 
Graph Searching Scheme” and dynamically generated downloadable “ISOgate Checklists”.  

 

INTUITIVE “GATES” MODEL 
ISOgate builds on the very successful ACARP project C17032, ’TYREgate: Tires and Rims 
Risk Management Decision Support Tool’ (Kizil & Rasche 2008). TYREgate provides 
industry with a detailed analysis of tyre and rim related accidents, as well as many 
recommendations towards safety and operational improvements.  
 
A key point of TYREgate is that it forms the “pilot” for like projects towards creation of reliable 
databanks that will be of assistance across a range of design or safety projects. 

The immediate industry take-up of TYREgate, as measured by 10,000 page views on its 
website, not only demonstrated the benefit of the project into specific industry safety issues, but 
it also demonstrated the industry’s need for sound and reliable information in an uncomplicated 
and easily accessible format.  

 
Like the tyre and rim related accident and incident Causal Factors Database, TYREgate, the 
isolation incident and accident database and reporting portal, ISOgate, will be a world’s first 
searchable causal factors global database and will provide the mining industry with a unique 
and complete source of information towards improvements.   



 
 
The project team has developed an innovative and unique Gates Model, as illustrated below, 
and they aim to establish a series of causal factors databases to address major mining risks to 
provide the mining industry with better and more objective decision making information. 

Intuitive Gates Model 

 

 

The TYREgate / ISOgate project team’s vision is as follows: 
 
To provide industry stakeholders an intuitive real time gateway tool to a series of 
integrated and near real time causal factor databases of accident and incident data, and 
corresponding decision making information towards state of the art risk mitigation, risk 
management and business improvement – globally. 

 

WHY DEVELOP ISOGATE? 
The Queensland Mining Industry has highlighted ’Energy Isolation’ as a critical area which 
requires greater awareness, understanding and control. Cursory investigation has shown that 
there have been 32 fatalities related to accidental contact with electricity over the past twenty 
years in the Queensland mining industry alone. In the period from July 2002 to April 2007, 73 
electrical incidents were reported relating to lack of isolation, incorrect isolation, not following 
SOP or access permit and incorrect installation. The main root causes of these incidents 
included the isolation of wrong circuits due to incorrect labelling and out of date drawings 
(Queensland Government DME 2007). 
 



 
 
There are many other non-electrical incidents such as hydraulic, pneumatic, other stored 
energy where “Less Than Adequate” isolation played a major role in the accident causation. 
 

To assist the mining industry in better prioritising its approach to isolation, the joint MISHC/DME 
ACARP funded project has developed “ISOgate: Isolation Risk Management Decision 
Support Portal”. The ISOgate pilot model is fully functional now and it will be released in 
February 2010. Figure 1 shows the ISOgate Home Page.  
 
ISOgate will form part of MIRMgate and sit adjacent to the recently completed TYREgate portal 
entry point on the MIRMgate home page. ISOgate will provide a further ‘first call’ portal for 
information and decision making support on this family of accidents and incidents.  
 
ISOGATE DEVELOPMENT 
ISOgate is modelled on the already proven TYREgate portal. ISOgate development involves 
development of the ISOgate website based on the innovative “Gates” Model and system 
specific design and functionality, and population of the system with isolation accident incident 
data.  

ISOgate is a collation of isolation related incident and accident data from the MIRMgate 
database and other publicly available sources such as Safety Alerts, Safety Bulletins or incident 
reports as these already provide detailed descriptions of the incidents or accidents, root causes 
and often risk mitigation steps.  

Each accident / incident is analysed by using the Incident Cause Analysis Method (ICAM). 
ICAM provides logic towards incident and accident causation and supports the notion that most 
incidents are caused rarely by a single act or condition, but rather by a number of factors 
working together. Guidewords developed with industry input are used for categorisation of each 
case.   

Unique “3 Click” Graphical Search  

ISOgate’s main benefit is not only the collection of many accidents and incidents, their analysis 
using the ICAM methodology and reporting ability, but rather a graphical interface that presents 
the proverbial ‘big picture’ as an entry to the database. The graphs are dynamically created to 
allow ease of access to root and contributing causes of isolation related accident and incident 
data in “3 clicks”, and risk mitigation recommendations, ISOgate Checklists (see Figure 2), that 
if implemented will have a marked impact in reduction of this type of incident and accident 
scenario.  
 
‘3 Click’ approach: 

What are my major risk factors? (Click 1) 
Where can I find the causes of these factors?  (Click 2) 
Why did these specific accidents occur? (Click 3) 
How can I mitigate the risks at my own operation? (ISOgate Checklists) 



 
 

 
Figure 1. ISOgate Home Page 



 
 

Figure 2. ISOgate Checklist examples 



 
 
Link to Earth Moving Equipment Safety and Round Table (EMESRT) Design Philosophies 
While there are a number of documents available that provide sound advice on Isolation 
procedures, these may not provide the background on why, and for what reasons, in order of 
priority, certain actions are required. Also, this advice is often only aimed at the end user, eg the 
fitter, electrician, and may or may not address the true root and contributing causes such as 
issues with product design which lie outside the persons scope of influence. 

ISOgate has overcome this by directly linking to Earth Moving Equipment Safety and Round 
Table (EMERST) Design Philosophies through a common field in both databases – namely the 
EMERST Risk, thereby allowing equipment designers to go from the issue to the solution in a 
reliable way. 

It is believed that without this root cause review, safety improvements around Isolation of 
energy will continue to remain reactive, rather than proactive, and are likely to continue their 
focus on less effective means such as procedural ‘fixes’ rather than solutions addressing the 
root and contributing causes of the mishap such as the design of the equipment or system 
requiring isolation. 

CONCLUSION 
The authors firmly believe that ISOgate and its ability to provide information and ongoing 
communication of its findings will assist in making the mining industry a safer place of work.  
ISOgate will deliver this through the adoption of recommendations from the industry, Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), industry groups and mining companies’ management.  

ISOgate, like TYREgate is not just a database, but a real time analysis, reporting and decision 
making aid and tool. ISOgate provides the industry and its stakeholders including equipment 
manufacturers and service providers with:  

1. User friendly presentation via MIRMgate portal (industry endorsed), in parallel with 
TYREgate. 

2. Ongoing population of an industry best practice database (revised isolation practices as 
a result of accidents and incidents) 

3. Industry developments in Australia and the rest of the world, reporting of incidents 
/accidents including technological initiatives. 

4. A smart facility within ISOgate that gives the user “ISOgate Checklist” around a 
particular hazard or risk that can be used immediately, without further analysis, in the 
workplace to check if and how the particular hazard/risk has been addressed. 

 

ISOgate is planned to be launched in February 2010. 

The vision for TYREgate / ISOgate is to be the model project towards the development of 
several other Causal Factors Databases in the Design Philosophy topic areas determined by 
the EMESRT (http://www.mirmgate.com/emesrt.asp) to assist the mining industry with decision 
making in the medium to longer term. 

ISOgate establishment is funded by the ACARP. ISOgate project team would like to 
acknowledge the ACARP for the opportunity given to develop and implement ISOgate and the 
previous TYREgate. 
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